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Certero for Enterprise ITAM
Integrated IT Asset Management solution delivering full discovery &
inventory across the technology estate
From creating an inventory baseline to supporting digital
transformation goals, Certero for Enterprise ITAM is the
easiest, fastest and most resource-efficient way to discover,
inventory and manage your IT assets, from mobile to
desktop, datacenter to cloud.
While most ITAM platforms are comprised of legacy
technologies and brittle integrations, Certero for Enterprise
ITAM is part of the Certero Unified Platform, taking full
advantage of hyperscalable SaaS architecture and
provisioning to offer a customer experience that’s secondto-none.
It’s faster to implement and configure, which means you start delivering value to the organization quicker. It’s
easier to use, so your total cost of ownership is lower. And it’s better at capturing and analyzing inventory data
on all hardware and software, so you can do more with the insights Certero for Enterprise ITAM has to offer.

What makes Certero for Enterprise ITAM
right for you?
○

Automatically discover new devices
Eliminates your IT asset blind spots

○

Multi-platform integrated inventory
Windows, Mac, Linux, Unix, Mobile, Cloud

○

Agent & Agentless inventory scanning
Reduce barriers and blockages to full inventory

○

Monitor application consumption
Make effective decisions about software use

○

Integrated patch management
Remediate Windows vulnerabilities natively

○

Software distribution

Manage software deployments in-product
○

Discover printers, routers, switches & more
True ITAM capabilities beyond computers

www.certero.com

Welcome to a world of ITAM Happy
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An IT Asset Management solution built for how you use
technology today & tomorrow
All Your Hardware & Software
Inventory in a Single Place

SaaS, On-Premise or Hybrid
Provisioning: Do ITAM Your Way

○

Windows Desktop & Server (agent & agentless)

○

○

Unix & Linux servers on-premises (agent &
agentless)

Hyperscalable SaaS architecture grows with
your needs

○

Minimal on-premises server requirements

○

AWS & Azure (with Certero for Cloud)

○

Up and running in as little as 15 minutes!

○

Android and iOS (with Certero for Mobile)

○

Full hardware & software inventory

○

Automatically discover IP-addressable devices
for complete asset inventory

Application Monitoring

Patch Management
○

Automate the detection and remediation of
vulnerabilities

○

Schedule based on product, vendor or severity

○

Integration with WSUS for easy deployment
Detailed patch audit reports.

○

Automatically monitor all deployed applications
without complicated configuration

○

○

Immediately identify under-used software or
identify use of non-sanctioned apps

Software Distribution

○

Retain a full 12 months of usage data for
trending & analysis

○

Transform raw usage into business intelligence
with reporting & dashboards

Built-in Reporting & Analytics
○

Full access to both granular data and
management dashboards

○

Create role-specific dashboards for users,
stakeholders & executives

○

Unlimited reporting & dashboards

○

Build views to support decision-making,
forecasting & what-if scenarios
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○

Support full asset lifecycle management

○

Automatic targeting based on inventory criteria

○

Works standalone or in conjunction with SCCM
etc.

○

Supports out-of-hours installs and upgrades

Benefits of the Certero Platform:
○

CMDB integration & population

○

Supports financial management, crosscharging & cost recovery

○

Deep-dive information on all IT assets

○

Integrates with ITSM solution to minimize
resolution times

About Certero
At Certero, we’re passionate about customer success. It doesn’t matter how great our
SAM tools are or how fantastic our Unified Platform is if our users aren’t happy. We
broke the mold when we developed the world’s only truly Unified Platform for both
SAM & ITAM stakeholders. No more disparate products, separate code bases and user
interfaces. That’s why our customers don’t need to pay extra for expensive integration
work, why setup is painless and how we’ve been able to build unrivalled functionality
and automation.

Welcome to a world of ITAM Happy

